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f i	Be this as it may, the "disquisitive youth" undoubtedly
)''	deserved the description which his senior at the India
| \	House gave of him.    He had, despite his youth, inquired
;j \	very  widely   in   different  subjects,   and   had   already
j ^	attained a very considerable reputation as a writer, a
| f	thinker, and a reformer.    He had begun the study of
I *'	Psychology in the School of Condillac, and continued it
\1	in the writings of Locke and Hartley, Hume and Reid.
I ,	He had perused the history of the French Revolution;
I	he had studied Law with Austin; above all, he had a
'1 ;	profound   acquaintance with  the works  of  Bentham,
j	through the medium especially of Dumonfs Traites de
I	Legislation.    He had written in the Traveller and in the
I ,	Chronicle^ as well as in the Westminster Review.    He
had been much exercised with regard to the Richard
Carlile prosecutions for heresy, and had formed an
Utilitarian Society at Bentham's house. Above all, he
was known as the son of James Mill, the celebrated
historian of India, and the author of that Essay on
Government against which Macaulay was afterwards to
ft i; ';	bring the battery of his rhetoric \ and in his own person
1\   ?| <i	he was talked about as having been subjected to one
of the most extraordinary experiments   in   education
which had probably ever been attempted.
The early education of John Stuart Mill has not yet
ceased to be the marvel which it appeared to his own
and his father's contemporaries. In the first place, as he
himself remarks in his Autobiography, he is " one of the
very few examples in this country of one who has not
thrown off religious belief, but never had it: I grew up
in a negative /state with regar4 to it I looked upon
the modern exactly as I did upon the ancient religion,
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